Simeon White, Christian, conservative, and small business owner
You might know me from canvasing for Poetry’s incorporation, working with me on
the Town Hall, or from the Poetry meetings. Perhaps you’ve seen my name in the
Poetry Post or we’ve swapped howdys at the Tac & Ag. At the very least, I’m sure
you’ve had the opportunity to drive by Dry Creek cemetery where my family and I
volunteered many hours to clean up our town and honor those who founded it. In
any case, I’m proud to have you as a neighbor in our wonderful Town of Poetry Texas.
I work at our family owned and operated small business, Royalty Soaps, where we
proudly provide jobs to several residents of Poetry. My sister, her husband and I grew
Royalty Soaps over several years until one day Terrell confronted our business with
false zoning allegations and forced us to shut down with a 30-day notice. It was only later we found
out this was done to squeeze higher property taxes from us. By God’s good grace, we were able to move
our operations to our home town, right here in Poetry Texas! But through that trail was born a
determination to defend the freedom and private property rights that Terrell denied us.
Given the chance, I’ll work with my fellow council members to keep taxes low, limit the power and
expansion of development and real estate companies, and help maintain our roads while keeping the
price low through county assistance. I believe in keeping Poetry a small town, with small volunteerbased government, and with even smaller property taxes. And should I be elected, I’ll uphold and
protect Faith, Family, and Farmland for my neighbors, friends, and We The People of Poetry Texas.

Where can you find me?
On the weekdays you’ll find me in Poetry, at our small family owned and operated business. I believe in
getting up before the sun rises and making every hour count. Weekends I’ll be volunteering for Poetry,
working on my latest DIY project, and fellowshipping with the Church. But when evening roll around,
you’ll find me with my family, reading, or perhaps enjoying our clear, starry Texas sky.
You can reach me at simeonawhite@yahoo.com with any questions or concerns!
About Simeon White:
Lived in Poetry 13 years

Eagle Scout

Small business owner

Operations Manager

Multiple family member in Poetry

Nature enthusiast

Worked with local government

People person

Take care neighbors, and God Bless!
1 Thessalonians 4:11 - And make it your ambition to lead a quiet life and attend to your own business
and work with your hands, just as we commanded you.

